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Meanwhile, Jonas who is Sr. Martins`s brothers son, is also a greed for 

wealth. He somehow manages his father’s death and feels happy to inherit 

his wealth too. In between he flatters Cherry who is Pecksniff daughter, but 

declares to marry Merry, who is also another daughter of Pecksniff. 

Martin meets two good people in his life, Tom Pinch and Mark Tapley. Pinch 

was met when he was with Pecksniff, who leaves that place and goes to 

London and gets a good job there. Mark is some one who is already wealthy 

and content and wants to see how life is in the other side of the coin and 

thus both Mark and Martin set to United States to seek a fortune. But they 

almost die because of malaria and Mark finds himself in a scenario that he 

considers himself to be lucky to be alive. This caring and helping attitude of 

Mark brings a change in the selfish character of Martin and they return to 

England to reunite with his grandfather. 

However his grandfather does not accept him on his return. Martin reunites 

with Tom Pinch and Pinch finds out that the old Martin Chuzzlewit is his 

mysterious benefactor and he was pretending with Pecksniff as if in his spell.

All of them together, tackle Pecksniff realizing his true character. Once the 

ordeal was done, old martin reveals that he initially had plans to get Mary 

and Jr. Martin married, but wanted himself to let out the plan and was 

shamed when the young Martin declared about their marriage. Martin and 

his grandfather reunite and get Mary and Jr. 

Martin marries and lives. However Pinch remains in his unrequited love for 

Mary for the rest of his life and remains unmarried. A simple story that 
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portrays , how greed for money could end up in disasters and by doing good,

good comes back to you in many folds. 
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